
INSTALLATION     :  

Fit the ANTENNA to a place so clear as possible: vertical, cable going out on the bottom, index 
mark forward to the bow. We suggest several possibilities: 

- On a back balcony. A fixation like antenna radio / GPS support can be used: cut the part threaded,  
drill a hole of 5 in the axis, fit the antenna with one screw parker stainless steel of 4,5 mm *.
- On the pataras with a squared deck and 2 greenhouses-cables.  Good compromise,  loosens(kicks 
away) well the antenna and easy fixation*.
- In flat deck or on the roof, facilitate largely the installation according to the type of boat, but the 
performances, in particular the localization are altered.
- Cross -Tree, some reflections or a light dead angle owed to the mast perturbing the localization. In 
the experience it is a very good compromise facilitated by stake in place / efficiency.
 – Top of the Mast, disadvised assembly giving distances of useless detection from 10 to 15 miles. 

- Idem inside the boat,  on the condition of a hull in transparent material in the hyperfrequency 
waves of the radar (wooden hull, stratified plastic with carbon…). 

* These details are proposed in accessories. 

In every case, the weak height of the antenna over the water, masking, modified by the gite can 
alter the distance of detection and the localization. 

The cable can be shortened. Respect the marks of color. 

The internal CASE, is easy to install : put down the front plate, link the antenna as indicated, link 
the power supply 12 Volts. Protection by external fuse (0.5 - 1 A). 

An option relay of transfer  of alarm to command an equipment (horn by ex) can be supplied, 
consult us. 

EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED 2 YEARS INCLUDING UPDATE OF THE SOFTWARE. 

CONNECTING
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Mer-Veille     RADAR DETECTOR  V.2007

PRESENTATION / INSTALLATION / USE

 We advise you to read attentively this note to make a correct assembly of the system and get out 
the best party. The principle of WORKING is simple. As soon as a boat provided with a radar in 
emission is catch by MER-VEILLE, the device analyzes the signal, activates An audio alarm and 
lights one or several LEDS indicating the direction of the boat. In these basic functions, the model 
2007, of which you are in ownership, adds the other functions : alarm clock, Acknoledge of the 
alarms, output NMEA and an option Local Radar described farther.

The device consists of : 

- An ANTENNA: case of slightly conical cylindrical shape, a diameter on the base of 80 mm, and 80 
mm high, united of a cable of connecting 6mm, 8 drivers. 
- A INSIDE CASE repeater, to place in the boat, 120*95*35 mm. 

The widened band antenna covers 2  bands radar 
marine:  X  band  (9GHz)  and  band  S  (3GHz), 
horizontal  polarization.  Designed  for  9GHz,  its 
functioning is optimized for this band (sensibility 
and localization). Lower received level for 3GHz is 
compensated with the high power of these radars.

MER-VEILLE  "listens  to"  permanently 
hyperfrequency waves. As soon as a radar is 
identified  by  the  analysis  of  the  received 
signal ( radar signature), an alarm is activated. 
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FUNCTIONING     :  

The inside box contains :

A  3 positions switch :

0 = Stop, MER-VEILLE is off.

1/2 = Functioning with discreet alarm. The sound alarm is only activated(started) by the passage of 
the radar beam, for a short time. This position is to be used when a radar already detected and the 
equipage was alerted. With a little of experience, the listening of the sound of the top gives good 
indications onto the evolution of the situation (approach or estrangement of the radar, discrimination 
of several radars etc...). 

1 = WATCH, in this position, Mer-Veille activates a "long" alarm to assure the awakening and the 
attention of the equipage. 

A button SENSIBILITY:

It determines the sensibility of Mer-Veille, and has an effect on the distance of detection. 
This one depends on the power of the radar received, and so, is difficult to define. We can say 
however that it is situated between 1 and 10 miles. 

A button «     ACK     », (multifunction)     :   

1/ Acknoledge 

A short press stores in memory the detected radar parameters, and stops the corresponding sound 
alarm. The LEDS are always activated. It’s the ACKNOLEDGE OF THE ALARMS. If the radar 
gets closer or if another radar enters the field of detection the sound alarm will  be validated. 
Up to 4 radars can be stored. If a radar disappears (boat removal, it is erased from the memory). 
The green LED  sparks as long as a radar at least is in memory (and switch in 1/2). 

2/ Alarm clock

A long press on ACK switches the system  in MODE PROG. ALARM CLOCK. 
The green LED light fixed. The red LEDS indicates the value of the temporization by multiple of 10 '. 
Each short press adds 10 ' to the temporization (10-20-30-40-50-60-10-20 ....).
The system returns automatically to normal mode after about 20 " without pressing ACK button, radar 
detector works and  alarm clock ON.
The green LED indicates the activation of the mode Alarm clock by a long top follow-up of n short 
tops indicated the time to run. So, from its berth, the sailor can see that the alarm clock is well in start 
and that there is n x 10 ' to run. 
At the end of programmed time, the buzzer works permanently up to pressing the ACK button. A long 
press will re-arm automatically the alarm clock for the initial time, a short support will stop the buzzer 
and the Alarm clock mode. 

RECOMMANDED USE:

In free waters, or when the crew is not operational any more, set Mer-Veille on the position 1, the 
SENSIBILITY on the nominal indication. 
As soon as the crew is alerted by a continuous sound alarm, return on the position 1/2 to make 
supportable the sound alarm, and adjust the sensibility according to the situation.  
Use possibly the function of acknoledge to suspend the sound alarm. 

In normal navigation, operational crew, the position ½ is sufficient and necessary...
 

Mer-Veille has a consumption about 18 mA in watching mode, we advise to use it permanently 

SWITCH ON AND FORGET IT

LOCALIZATION OF THE SOURCE :

Four  LEDS allows the localization of the detected radar source. Each one corresponds to a sector 
around the boat 1,2,3 et4. The LED arrangement allows  estimating position and evolution of the 
radar. 

We understand that  in fixed sensibility,  the passage from 1 to 2  then 3 LEDS indicates  a boat 
approching. Also a too big sensibility can “blind” the system so that 4 LEDS are lit.
MER-VEILLE is a watching aid but visual watching  stays the  rule. 

In the center of the red LEDS, a multifunction green LED:
- Slow flashing: detector in sleep mode position 1.
- Fast flashing: detector in sleep mode position 1/2.
- fix ON: current alarm, facilitates the night vision of the location, or passage delayed in Alarm 
clock programming.
- Twinkling if achknoledge ON (radar in memory). 
- Long + n flashes if CLOCK ON (n * 10 min) 

Output NMEA

Internal connecting. Compatible RS232 COM PC, bauds 9600,
Protocol owner of the type : $PCEM, Trad, N1, N2, N3, N4, *CS, CR, LF.
Trad = pulse radar period n x ½ µs ( 4 characters) 
Nx = Number pulse by sector (3 characters, maxi 255) 
The message is emitted on each radar detection. 

Local Radar

Option including an additional equipment: internal connector and secondary antenna to be placed 
under the radome of the radar. The radar pulses are acquired and treated by the MER-VEILLE to 
avoid alarm when our own radar works (depending of the Radar type, contact CIEL ET MARINE). 

Rx 0V Tx
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